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Performance Engineered Interconnection and Enclosures Delivered Worldwide

Custom Sizes  
from Standard Designs  
- No Design Charges!
Our extensive range of standard enclosure designs can be quickly modified to 
your exact sizes and requirements. Additional customisation options include cut-
outs, PCB mounting pillars, recesses and various standard materials and colours 
that can be incorporated without  
design charges. 
 

Custo Cases

7540 Series - Surface Mount Boxes
Flanged base enclosures with screw fixed lid. Flanges are incorporated into the base 
box for surface mounting. Flanges can be added to the lid instead if required.

7550 Series - End Panel Enclosures
4 part snap-together enclosures with removable end panels. Ideal for housing PCBs 
with components protruding from two or more sides. End panels, base and cover can 
all be different colours.

7510 Series - Snap Together Enclosures
2 u-shape snap-together enclosures without fixing screws. A PCB can be clipped into 
the base shell without the need for PCB mounting screws. The base and cover can be 
different colours.

7560 Series - Flanged Base Enclosures
4 part snap-together enclosures with flanged base and removable end panels. End 
panels, base and cover can all be different colours.

7520 Series - Wall Mount Enclosures
2 u-shape snap-together flanged enclosures without fixing screws. Flanges are 
incorporated into the base shell for surface mounting. The base and cover can be 
different colours.

7570 Series - Curve Style Enclosures
4 part snap-together enclosures with curved feature and removable end panels. End 
panels, base and cover can all be different colours.

7530 Series - Base and Lid Enclosures
Base box enclosures with screw fixed lid. Brass inserts are fitted to the lid for maximum 
internal capacity of the base box.
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7620 Series - 45 Degree Flanged Enclosures
Clip-together flanged enclosures with 45 degree bends for superior aesthetics. Fixing 
blocks can be added for securing the enclosure. Flanges allow for surface mounting.

7630 Series - Angled Front Enclosures
Angled front enclosures designed for control applications. Removable base  
via x4 M3 screws. All dimensions, including the angle can be changed to  
specific requirements.

7590 Series - Flanged Tablet Style Enclosures 
Low profile 2 part flanged touch screen enclosures. Screen cut-out and screen fixing 
points can be changed to your requirements. Overall sizes and depths can also be 
changed to specific requirements. Flanges allow for surface mounting.

7580 Series - Tablet Style Enclosures 
Low profile 2 part touch screen enclosures. Screen cut-out and screen fixing points can 
be changed to your requirements. Overall sizes and depths can also be changed to 
specific requirements.

7640 Series - Flanged Angled Front Enclosures
Flanged angled front enclosures designed for control applications. Removable base 
via x4 M3 screws. All dimensions, including the angle can be changed to specific 
requirements. Flanges allow for surface mounting.

7610 Series - 45 Degree Enclosures
Clip together enclosures with 45 degree bends for superior aesthetics. Fixing blocks 
can be added for securing the enclosure.

Available in a range of colours, textures and finishes
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